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Mill's theorem useless and erroneous: differences in wage rates
unexplained; population and capital really dependent, not inde-
pendent variables. §366. Profits and interest confused. §367.
Critique of Mill's propositions: " . . . rent does not really form any
part of the expenses of production . . . " , and "profit consists of the
excess of produce above the advances [to labour]." §368. English
School attempts to solve for two unknowns with one equation.
§369. J. B. Say's definitions of wages, interest and rent. Boutron's
vicious circle. §370. Scientific theory of determination of prices;
the three markets.
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PART VIII
Price Fixing, Monopoly, Taxation

Lesson 41 PRICB FIXING AND MONOPOLY 431

§371. Alternatives to free competition; need for study of their effects.
§372. Major effects alone considered. §§373-374. Effects of fixing
maximum or minimum prices of productive services. §375. Effects
of fixing maximum or minimum prices of products. §376. Monopoly
defined. §377. Monopoly sales schedule; maximization of net
receipts. §§378-379. Direct and overhead costs in relation to
maximization of net receipts. §380. Monopoly profit, a levy on
social wealth by entrepreneur. §381. Cournot's analytical theory of
monopoly. §382. Monopolistic price differentiation; marginal and
aggregate gross receipts. §383. Marginal costs, marginal net receipts,
maximum aggregate net receipts. §384. Price differentiation
facilitated by monopoly. §§385-387. Dupuit's error: his geo-
metrical representation of utility.

Lesson 42 TAXATION 447

§§388-389. Role of State; sources of revenue: State proprietorship
vs. taxation. §390. Assume a given public expenditure to be covered
by taxation. §391. Tax on income vs. tax on capital. §392. Three
kinds of direct taxation, one of indirect taxation. § 393. Abstraction
from questions of fairness, expediency and feasibility. §§394-395.
Effect of direct tax on wages; mathematical statement. §§396-397.
Effect of direct tax on rent; attenuation of effects in a progressive
economy. §§398-399. State co-proprietorship of land vs. lump-sum
tax on land; mathematical statement. §400. Comparison of tax
levied on selected types of interest charges with tax levied on all
interest charges. §§401-404. Case of tax on State rentes; mathe-
matical statement. §405. Effect of indirect tax on output. §§406-407.
Incidence of indirect tax; mathematical statement. §408. Tax on
selected products.

Appendices

Appendix I GEOMETRICAL THEORY OF THB DETERMIN- 461
ATION OF PRICES

Parti. The exchange of several commodities for one another.
Part II. The exchange of products and services for one another.
Part III. The exchange of savings for new capital goods.
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Appendix II OBSERVATIONS ON THE AUSPITZ AND
LIEBEN PRINCIPLE OF THE THEORY OF
PRICES 483

Appendix III NOTE ON MR. WICKSTEED'S REFUTATION
OF THE BNGLISH THEORY OF RENT 489
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